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City of Rowlett

IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS

Important Phone Numbers

Action Center
The Action Center is
your one-stop shop for
information and
assistance. The Action
Center provides
courteous and efficient
customer service by
offering citizens a
hassle-free method of
obtaining information
and reporting
concerns.

The “Face of the City”

City of Rowlett Numbers:
Fire Rescue (non-emergency) ................................................................................972-412-6230
Police Department (non-emergency)...................................................................972-412-6200
Public Works ................................................................................................................972-412-6168
Utility Billing and Collections .................................................................................... 972-412-6105

Other Helpful Numbers
Dallas Central Appraisal District ..............................................................................214-631-0910
Dallas County Elections ............................................................................................ 214-819-6300
Dallas County Tax Office .......................................................................................... 214-653-7811
Dallas County Clerk's Office .................................................................................... 214-653-7131
Rockwall Central Appraisal District.........................................................................972-771-2034
Rockwall County Tax Office ................................................................................... 972-882-0350
Rockwall County Clerk's Office ...............................................................................972-882-0220
Rockwall County Elections ....................................................................................... 972-204-6200
Garland ISD................................................................................................................. 972-494-8201
Rockwall ISD................................................................................................................972-771-0605

Report Your Concerns
Did you see a pothole
on your way to work?
Is the signal light at the
end of your street out?
Use the Action Center
to report these
problems or other
concerns.
You may enter your
request or concern:


Online through our
Action Center



By calling the
Action Center at
972-412-6100



In person at City
Hall, 4000 Main
Street

Dallas County Home Chemical Collection Center .............................................214-553-1765
Solid Waste Transfer Station- Garland ....................................................................972-205-3500
Keep Rowlett Beautiful ............................................................................................. 972-463-3929
Rowlett Chamber of Commerce ...........................................................................972-475-3200
Rowlett Citizen Corps Council (CERT, Fire Corps, Explorers, VIPS, ARES) ..........214-417-4857
Rowlett Lakeshore Times .......................................................................................... 972-398-4200
Rowlett Post Office ....................................................................................................800-275-8777
Waterview Golf Club.................................................................................................972-463-8900
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KEY POINTS & TIPS :
Be prepared to
survive on your
own for at least 72
hours after a
major disaster.



Think about food,
fresh water,
clothing, clean air,
medications, and
special needs for
elderly or children.



You must have
water! At least
one gallon per
person, per day
for drinking and
the same again
for hygiene.



Prepare early and
avoid the crisis if a
disaster comes.



Store items in an
easy-to-carry bag
like a backpack or
duffle bag.



Store food that
has a long shelf
life and is ready to
eat.

Just like having a working smoke detector in your home, having
emergency supply kits will put the tools you may need at your
fingertips. Be prepared to improvise and use what you have on
hand to make it on your own for at least three days, maybe longer.
While there are many things that might make you more
comfortable, think first about fresh water, food and clean air.
Remember to include, and periodically rotate, medications you
take every day such as insulin and heart medicine. Plan to store
items in an easy-to-carry bag, such as a shopping bag, backpack
or duffle bag. Consider two kits. In one, put everything you will
need to stay where you are and make it on your own. The other
should be a lightweight, smaller version you can take with you if
you have to evacuate or move to a temporary shelter.

Water
Store one gallon of water per person per day for drinking
and sanitation in clean plastic containers. If you live in a
warm weather climate more water may be necessary.

Food
Store food that won’t go bad and does not have to be
heated or cooked. Choose foods that your family will eat,
including protein or fruit bars, dry cereal or granola,
canned foods and juices, peanut butter, dried fruit, nuts,
crackers and baby foods. Remember to pack a manual
can opener, cups and eating utensils.

Clean Air
Many potential terrorist attacks could send tiny microscopic “junk”
into the air. For example, an explosion may release very fine debris
that can cause lung damage. A biological attack may release germs
that can make you sick if inhaled or absorbed through open cuts.
Many of these agents can only hurt you if they get into your body, so
think about creating a barrier between yourself and any
contamination. Be prepared to improvise with what you have on
hand to protect your nose, mouth, eyes and cuts in your skin.
Anything that fits snugly over your nose and mouth, including any
dense-weave cotton material, can help filter contaminants in an
emergency. It is very important that most of the air you breathe
comes through the mask or cloth, not around it. Do whatever you
can to make the best fit possible for children. There are also a variety
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PREPAREDNESS—GETTING READY



Emergency Supplies

PREPAREDNESS—GETTING READY

of face masks readily available in hardware stores that are rated
based on how small a particle they can filter in an industrial setting.
Given the different types of attacks that could occur, there is not one
solution for masking. For instance, simple cloth face masks can filter
some of the airborne “junk” or germs you might breathe into your
body, but will probably not protect you from chemical gases. Still,
something over your nose and mouth in an emergency is better than
nothing. Have heavyweight garbage bags or plastic sheeting, duct
tape and scissors in your kit. You can use these things to tape up
windows, doors and air vents if you need to seal off a room from
outside contamination. Consider precutting and labeling these
materials. Anything you can do in advance will save time when it
counts.

KEY POINTS & TIPS:


Remember the
basics in your kit.



Consider the
climate conditions
in your area—a
blanket to keep
you warm or a
tarp to provide
shade.

Basic Supplies
Store a flashlight, battery powered radio, extra batteries, a
first aid kit, utility knife, local map, toilet paper, feminine
hygiene products, soap, garbage bags and other 
sanitation supplies, plastic sheeting, duct tape, as well as
extra cash and identification. Periodically rotate your extra
batteries to be sure they work when you need them.

Warmth
If you live in a cold weather climate, you must think about warmth. It is
possible that the power will be out and you will not have heat. Have
warm clothing for each family member in your supply kit, including a

jacket or coat, long pants, a long sleeve shirt, sturdy shoes, a hat and
gloves. Have a sleeping bag or warm blanket for each person.

Special Items
Think about your family’s unique needs. Pack diapers,
formula, bottles, prescription medications, pet food,
comfort items, books, paper, pens, a deck of cards or
other forms of entertainment.



Emergency Planning
You should plan in advance what you will do in an emergency. Be 
prepared to assess the situation, use common sense and whatever you
have on hand to take care of yourself and your loved ones. Think
about the places where your family spends time: school, work and
other places you frequent. Ask about their emergency plans. Find out
how they will communicate with families during an emergency. If they
do not have an emergency plan, consider helping develop one.
EP Guide v4.0 2018
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Copy your
important
papers—
insurance, wills,
deeds, birth
certificates, etc.
Consider a safe
deposit box.
Remember
something to keep
you entertained
while you are
away from home.
Make
arrangements in
advance for pets
or take them with
you. (see page 5)
Stay calm, use
common sense
and assess the
situation.

KEY POINTS & TIPS: Develop a Family Communications Plan
Designate an out
of state and local
contact.



Designate an
alternate meeting
place if you
cannot go home.



Keep change or a
prepaid phone
card with you.



Keep up-to-date
by listening to the
radio or TV for
official instructions.



Develop a shelterin-place kit that
includes precut
plastic sheeting
and tape.



Remember to turn
off your HVAC
system when you
shelter-in-place.



Consider
purchasing FRS/
GMRS radios.

Deciding to Stay or Go
Depending on your circumstances and the nature of the attack, the
first important decision is whether you stay put or get away. You should
understand and plan for both possibilities. Use common sense and
available information, including what you are learning here, to
determine if there is immediate danger. In any emergency, local
authorities may or may not immediately be able to provide
information on what is happening and what you should do. However,
you should watch TV, listen to the radio or check the Internet often for
information or official instructions as it becomes available. If you’re
specifically told to evacuate or seek medical treatment, do so
immediately.

Staying Put and “Shelter-in-Place”
Whether you are at home, work or elsewhere, there may be situations
when it’s simply best to stay where you are and avoid any uncertainty
outside. In fact, there are some circumstances where staying put and
creating a barrier between yourself and potentially contaminated air
outside, a process known as “shelter-in-place,” is a matter of survival.
Plan in advance where you will take shelter in this kind of an
emergency. Choose an interior room or one with as few windows and
doors as possible. Consider precutting plastic sheeting to seal
windows, doors and air vents. Each piece should be several inches
larger than the space you want to cover so that it lies flat against the
wall. Label each piece with the location of where it fits. Use available
information to assess the situation. If you see large amounts of debris in
the air, or if local authorities say the air is badly contaminated you
may want to “shelter-in-place.” Quickly bring your family and pets
inside, lock doors, and close windows, air vents and fireplace
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Your family may not be together when disaster strikes, so plan how you
will contact one another and review what you will do in
different situations. Consider a plan where each family
member calls, or e-mails, the same friend or relative in the
event of an emergency. It may be easier to make a longdistance phone call than to call across town, so an out-of-state
contact may be in a better position to communicate among
separated family members. Be sure each person knows the phone
number and has coins or a prepaid phone card to call the
emergency contact. You may have trouble getting through, or the
phone system may be down altogether, but be patient.

PREPAREDNESS—GETTING READY

dampers. Turn off air conditioning, forced air heating systems, exhaust
fans and clothes dryers. Take your emergency supplies and go into
the room you have designated. Listen to the TV, the radio or check
the Internet for instructions.

KEY POINTS & TIPS:


Remember your
emergency
supplies if you
shelter-in-place.



Plan several
evacuation routes
from your
neighborhood
and community.



Keep at least ½
tank of fuel in your
vehicle at all
times.



Keep some cash
in your
emergency
supply kit,
ATMs may
not be
working in
your area.



Know what plans
other facilities
have if a disaster
strikes.



If you
are a
parent,
know
your
school or daycare
emergency
response plan and
how they’ll
contact you.

Evacuating
There may be conditions under which you will decide to get away, or
there may be situations when you are ordered to leave. Plan in
advance how you will assemble your family and anticipate where
you will go. Choose several destinations in different directions so you
have options in an emergency. If you have a car, keep at least a half
tank of gas in it at all times. Become familiar with alternate routes as
well as other means of transportation out of your area. If you do not
have a car, plan how you will leave if you have to. Take your
emergency supply kit, unless you have reason to believe it has been
contaminated, and lock the door behind you. Take pets with you if
you are told to evacuate, however, if you are going to a public
shelter, keep in mind that they may not be allowed inside. If you
believe the air may be contaminated, drive with your windows and
vents closed and keep the air conditioning and heater turned off.

Working Together
Schools, daycare providers, workplaces, neighborhoods and
apartment buildings, like individuals and families, should all have sitespecific emergency plans. Ask about plans at the places where your
family spends time: work, school and other places you frequent. If
none exist, consider volunteering to help develop one. You will be
better prepared to reunite your family and loved ones safely during
an emergency if you think ahead, and communicate with others in
advance.

Schools and Daycare
If you are a parent, or guardian of an elderly or disabled adult, make
sure schools or daycare providers have emergency response plans.
Ask how they will communicate with families during a crisis. Do they
store adequate food, water and other emergency supplies? Find out
if they are prepared to “shelter-in-place” if need be, and where they
plan to go if they must get away.

EP Guide v4.0 2018
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KEY POINTS & TIPS: Animals in a Disaster


For more
information on
Animals in a
Disaster, contact
Disaster Services,
The Humane Society
of the United States,
2100 L Street NW,
Washington, DC
20037. Visit us on the
Web at
humanesociety.org

Rowlett Animal Shelter
The Animal Service
Division operates and
maintains the Animal
Shelter facilities to provide
humane treatment to all
animals in their care and
provides education to
public and private
schools to promote
responsible pet ownership
and humane treatment of
all animals.

972-412-6219

For public health reasons, many emergency shelters cannot accept
pets. Find out which motels and hotels in your area allow pets—well in
advance of an emergency. Include your local animal shelter’s number
in your list of emergency numbers; it might be able to provide
information concerning pets during a disaster.
Make sure identification tags are up to date and securely fastened to
your pet’s collar. If possible, attach the address and/or phone number
of your evacuation site. If your pet gets lost, his tag is his ticket home.
Have a current photo of your pet for identification purposes.
Make sure you have a secure pet carrier, leash, or harness for your pet
so that if he panics, he can’t escape.
Take pet food, bottled water, medications, veterinary records, cat
litter/pan, can opener, food dishes, first aid kit, and other supplies with
you in case they’re not available later. While “the sun is still shining,”
consider packing a pet survival kit that’s ready to go when disaster hits.
If you are unable to return to your home right away, you may need to
board your pet. Most boarding kennels, veterinarians, and animal
shelters require your pet’s medical records to make sure vaccinations
are current. Include copies in your pet survival kit along with a photo of
your pet.
If it is impossible to take your pet with you to a temporary shelter,
contact friends, family, veterinarians, or boarding kennels to arrange
for care. Make sure medical and feeding information, food, medicine,
and other supplies accompany your pet to his foster
home.
Your disaster plan should include a list of emergency
phone numbers for local agencies including your animal’s
veterinarian, the state veterinarian, local animal shelter,
animal care and control, county extension service, local
agricultural schools, and the American Red Cross. Keep
these numbers with your disaster kit in a secure but easily
accessible place.
Used by permission, Humane Society of the United States
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Whether it’s a large
scale natural
catastrophe or an
unforeseen
emergency that
causes you to leave
your home
temporarily, your
family can benefit
from having a
household
evacuation plan in
place before
disaster strikes.
Every disaster plan
must include your
pets!

If you evacuate your home, DO NOT LEAVE YOUR PETS BEHIND! Pets
most likely cannot survive on their own; and if by some remote chance
they do, you may not be able to find them when you return.

PREPAREDNESS—GETTING READY

Financial Preparedness

KEY POINTS & TIPS:

If a disaster or other emergency strikes your community, you may only
have seconds or minutes to react. In those critical moments, your
focus will be on your family’s safety. Once the immediate danger has
passed, having your homeowners or renters insurance policy, bank
account information, and other household records and contacts will
be essential as you begin the recovery process The Emergency
Financial First Aid Kit can help you be ready.

Four Simple Steps to Financial Preparedness:
Compile — Assemble your important documents and contacts.
Gather financial and critical personal, household, and
medical information.
Review — Review your insurance policies and financial paperwork to
be sure that they are still accurate and current.
Safeguard — Store paper and electronic copies of all files in safe
locations.
Update — Revisit and update your financial information on a regular
schedule. Updates are especially important when certain
changes in your life occur.

Other Tips
Consider saving money in an emergency savings account that could
be used in any crisis. Keep a small amount of cash at home in a safe
place. It is important to have small bills on hand because ATM’s and
credit cards may not work during a disaster when you need to
purchase necessary supplies, fuel or food.
Obtain property (homeowners or renters), health, and life insurance if
you do not have them. Review existing policies for the amount and
extent of coverage to ensure that what you have in place is what is
required for you and your family for all possible hazards.
Homeowners insurance does not typically cover flooding, so you may
need to purchase flood insurance from the National Flood Insurance
Program.
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The Emergency
Financial First Aid
Kit (EFFAK), a joint
publication from
Operation Hope
and FEMA’s
Citizen Corps, to
help you prepare
financially and
provide tips to
reduce the
impact disasters
can leave you
with financially.

KEY POINTS & TIPS:

www.KnoWhat2do.com

Make A Plan
Build A Kit
Communications
Plan

Emergency Plan
When disaster strikes, local services may be cut off and local disaster
relief and government responders may not be able to reach you.
You need to have plans and supplies in place to make it on your
own, at least for a limited time, no matter where you are.
Be sure to include functional needs, animals, children and seniors in
your plan if needed.

Remember: A little preparation could protect your life and the lives
of those around you. It only takes a few minutes to develop a plan.
When finished, you’ll have a pocket-size emergency plan for you
and your loved ones. So pencil in some time for emergency
preparedness planning. Get ready to Think. Prepare. Act.

Build a Kit
Remember how long it took you to pack for your last vacation? The
last thing you want to worry about in a disaster is packing. That’s
why everyone should have an Emergency Supply Kit ready to go. A
sample list is included in this guide for your convenience.
You can build a kit all at once, or step by step. Start with what you
have at home, then shop for the rest. Build it to shelter in place or
evacuate.
There are innovative plans online that guide your purchases weekly
and complete a kit in six months or less to ease the financial cost.

EP Guide v4.0 2018
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KnoWhat2Do
has a full array of
resources to help
you plan for an
emergency or
disaster.

PREPAREDNESS—GETTING READY

Communications Plan

KEY POINTS & TIPS:

Make sure your family has a plan in case of an emergency. Before
emergency happens, sit down together and decide how you will
get in contact with each other, where you will go and what you will
do in an emergency. Keep a copy of the plan in your emergency
kit or other safe place where you can access it in the event of a
disaster.
A sample communications planning tool is included in this guide, or
online at the KnoWhat2Do website.

Be Informed About Hazards
Hazardous materials are often displayed in cartoons with a skull and
crossbones printed on the label, but in real life they can be harder
to spot.
Hazardous materials are all around you: under the kitchen sink, in
the garage and riding down the highway in a tanker truck.
Most of them will be handled correctly and used only for their
intended purposes. But if a chemical, biological or radiological
nuclear emergency does occur, it is important that you know what
to do!
Review how to be prepared for hazardous materials, home fires,
carbon monoxide, natural gas, holiday safety and more at the
KnoWhat2do website.

For more information on:







Severe Weather
Mass Violence
Local Hazards
Epidemics & Pandemics
Safety Plans
Communications

Go to the KnoWhat2Do.com website!
EP Guide v4.0 2018
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KnoWhat2Do
has a full array of
resources to help
you plan for an
emergency or
disaster.
www.KnoWhat2do.com

Make A Plan
Build A Kit
Communications
Plan

PREPAREDNESS—GETTING READY
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PREPAREDNESS—GETTING READY
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PREPAREDNESS—GETTING READY

KEY POINTS & TIPS:




WARNING =
Imminent danger
to life and
property to those
in the path of the
storm. Take
shelter
immediately.
Listen to NOAA
Weather Radio for
updates on
approaching storm
systems. Ensure
your NOAA
Weather Radio has
a battery backup
and SAME features.

WATCH

When conditions are favorable for severe

weather to develop, a severe thunderstorm or tornado
WATCH is issued. This may also include a flash flood or
flood WATCH. When a WATCH is issued for your area, it
means that you should remain alert for approaching
storms. Know what counties are in the watch area by listening to
NOAA Weather Radio or your local radio/television outlets.

WARNINGS

Weather Service personnel use information

from weather radar, spotters and other sources to issue
severe thunderstorm, tornado, flash flood and flooding
WARNINGS for areas where severe weather is imminent.
WARNINGS are passed to local radio and television
stations and are broadcast over local NOAA Weather Radio stations
serving the warned area. These WARNINGS are also relayed to local
emergency management and public safety officials who can activate
local warning systems to alert communities. If a WARNING is issued for
your area move to your pre-designated place of safety.

Each year, many people are killed or seriously injured by
tornadoes or severe thunderstorms despite advanced warning.
Some did not hear the warning, while others heard the warning
but did not believe it would happen to them. Once you receive
a warning, YOU must make the decision to seek shelter before
the storm arrives. It could be the most important decision you will
ever make.
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WATCH = Stay
alert and observe
approaching
storms.

Watches vs. Warnings

Thunderstorms & Lightning

KEY POINTS & TIPS:

The National Weather Service considers a thunderstorm severe if it 
produces hail at least 1” in diameter, winds of 58 mph or stronger, or
a tornado. The typical thunderstorm is 15 miles in diameter and lasts
an average of 30 minutes. Severe thunderstorms may be
accompanied by large hail that can fall at speeds faster than 100
mph.

WEATHER EVENTS



Lightning results from the buildup and discharge of electrical energy
between positively and negatively charged areas. Most lightning
fatalities and injuries occur when people are caught outdoors in the
summer months during the afternoon and evening. Dry Lightning 
often strikes outside of heavy rain and may occur as far as 10 to 15
miles away from any rainfall. Lightning can occur from cloud-tocloud, within a cloud, cloud-to-ground, or cloud-to-air. The rapid
heating and cooling of the air near the lightning channel causes a
shock wave that results in thunder. Heat Lightning is a term used to

describe lightning from a thunderstorm too far away for thunder to
be heard.
Postpone outdoor activities for at least 30 minutes after hearing the
last sound of thunder. This is your best way to avoid being caught in
a dangerous situation. Move to a sturdy building or car. Stay away
from tall objects, such as towers, fences, telephone poles, trees and
power lines. Utility lines and metal pipes can conduct electricity.
Avoid using the telephone or any electrical appliances during the 
storm. Do not take a bath or shower during a thunderstorm. Get out
of and avoid bodies of water (e.g., pools, lakes)
If you feel your skin tingle or your hair stand on end, squat low to the
ground on the balls of your feet. Place your hands over your ears
and your head between your knees. Make yourself the smallest 
target possible and minimize your contact with the ground. Do not
lie down.

Tornado
A tornado is a violently rotating column of air
extending from a thunderstorm to the ground.
Tornadoes appear nearly transparent until dust
and debris are picked up or a cloud forms
within the funnel. The strongest tornadoes have
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Rubber soled shoes
or rubber tires
provide no
protection from
lightning.
It doesn’t have to
be raining to have
lightning.
Do not open your
windows when
warned of an
approaching
tornado.
Tornado Warnings
require immediate
action on your part.
Do not delay
seeking shelter in
your predetermined room or
area.
A mobile home
may offer little or no
protection from a
tornado or severe
thunderstorm.
If in your car, don’t
try to outrun or drive
toward the storm.
Seek immediate
shelter.
Be prepared,
conduct annual
tornado drills in your
home.

KEY POINTS & TIPS:




Flying debris from
tornadoes cause
most fatalities and
injuries.



DO NOT drive into
a flooded
roadway.



DO NOT drive
through flowing
water.



Barricades are put
up for your
protection. Turn
around and go
another way!



Never try to walk,
swim, drive, or play
in flood water.



Determine if the
roads you normally
travel to reach
your home or job
will be flooded
during a storm.

Conduct tornado drills each year. Designate an area in the home as a
shelter, and practice having everyone go there in response to a
tornado warning. Remember to take your disaster supply kit with you.
If a tornado warning is announced for your area, go immediately to a
windowless, interior room (bathroom, closet, hallway) on the lowest
level of your home. Put as many walls as possible between you and
the outside. Stay away from the windows and DO NOT open them.
Stay put and listen to NOAA Weather Radio or local radio/television
outlets for updated information. Be calm and use common sense at all
times.
If driving and a tornado is sighted, immediately seek the best available
shelter. Don’t try to outrun a tornado. If you are unable to leave
your car during a tornado, leave your seat belt on, put your head
below window level, and cover your head with your hands or other
protective object. If no shelter is available, lie flat in a nearby ditch or
depression and cover your head with your hands.
Mobile homes, even if tied down, offer little protection from tornadoes.
You should leave a mobile home and go to the nearest storm shelter or
sturdy building immediately.
Occasionally, tornadoes develop so rapidly that advanced warning is
not possible. Remain alert for signs of an approaching tornado such as
a dark, often greenish sky, large hail, or a loud roar similar to a freight
train.

Flash Flood
A flash flood is a rapid rise in water along
a stream or low-lying urban area. Almost
half of all flash flood fatalities occur in
vehicles.
Contrary to popular belief,
many people don’t realize two feet of
water on a bridge or roadway can float
most vehicles. When you approach a
flooded road, turn around and go
another way.
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WEATHER EVENTS

If you are unable
to leave your car
during a tornado,
leave your seat
belt on, put your
head below
window level, and
cover your head
with your hands or
other protective
object.

rotating winds of more than 250 mph. Tornadoes can occur any time
of the year, but are most frequent during the spring and summer
months. Most tornadoes last under 10 minutes, but larger systems may
last over an hour.

WEATHER EVENTS

Listen for a roaring sound upstream as flood waters could be headed
your way. Look for rapidly rising water and/or water turning muddy.
Remember to climb to safety if you hear or see signs of a flood. Have
an evacuation plan in place before flooding occurs if you are in a
flood risk area.

KEY POINTS & TIPS:

Never try to walk, swim, drive, or play in flood water. You may not be
able to see how fast the flood water is moving or see holes or
submerged debris. Stay away from high water, storm drains, ditches,
ravines, or culverts. If it is moving swiftly, even water six inches deep
can knock you off your feet. DO NOT let children play near storm Hail Records
drains.
 Largest Diameter: 7.9
inches--Vivian, SD
(July 23, 2010)

Large Hail

Hail is product of thunderstorms that potentially causes billions in 
damage every year. Most hail is smaller than a quarter (1”) in size, but
some can grow to the size of baseballs or even softballs. The largest
hailstone on record in the United States fell at Aurora, Nebraska on
June 22, 2003. This massive stone measured 18.75 inches in

circumference and over 7 inches in diameter.
Hail falls to earth at speeds approaching 100 mph and can cause
immense damage to buildings, automobiles and vegetation.
Annually, hail storms cause more than one billion dollars in damage 
across the entire United States. No part of our region is immune to the
dangers of large hail. Although being struck by hail is rarely fatal,
several dozen people are seriously injured each year in hailstorms.
If you encounter hail while driving, turn around. You may be driving
into the core of a thunderstorm, which is where tornados form.
To protect yourself and your property from damaging winds and hail
associated with a thunderstorm, it is important to stay abreast of the
latest weather conditions. Staying updated through NOAA Weather
Radio from the National Weather Service, as well as monitoring
television, radio and the internet, will help you be better prepared for
the dangers associated with any severe thunderstorms in your area.
On April 11th, 2016, an intense supercell thunderstorm traversed North
Texas roughly from Wichita Falls to Tyler. This storm will be remembered
for the massive hail it produced, especially in the city of Wylie where
80% of homes were affected and over $300 million in damage
occurred.
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Heaviest
Weight: 1.9375
pounds--Vivian, SD
(July 23, 2010)
Largest
Circumference: 18.75
inches--Aurora, NE
(June 22, 2003)
The Wylie hail storm
set a record for the
largest hail stone in
the NWS Fort Worth
forecast area of 5.25
inches.

KEY POINTS & TIPS:
Closely monitor
local radio or TV for
the latest forecast.



Drink plenty of
fluids and avoid
alcohol.



Eat well-balanced
meals.



Dress lightly.



Avoid strenuous
work outdoors



Find airconditioned
spaces.



Check on friends,
family and
neighbors who
might need
assistance.



Don’t forget your
pets!



Stay indoors as
much as possible.



Use sunscreen and
protect your skin
from exposure.



Never leave
children or pets
alone in closed
vehicles.



NWS Heat Index
Chart and
Information

Extreme temperatures have far reaching effects, may cause
disruptions, and create multiple issues. Extreme heat can lead to heat
exhaustion, muscle cramps, dehydration and more. Extreme cold can
lead to hypothermia, fatigue, trouble breathing and other conditions.
Care should be taken to properly prepare for weather extremes when
forecasted in our area.

Heat
Texas is famous for our heat waves during the hot summer months. A
heat wave is defined as a prolonged period of excessive heat, often
combined with excessive humidity. Here are some terms you should
be familiar with for heat watches and warnings:


Heat Index - A number in degrees Fahrenheit (F) that tells how hot it
feels when relative humidity is added to the air temperature.
Exposure to full sunshine can increase the heat index by 15
degrees.



Excessive Heat Watch - Conditions are favorable for an excessive
heat event to meet or exceed local Excessive Heat Warning criteria
in the next 24 to 72 hours.



Excessive Heat Warning - Heat Index values are forecast to meet or
exceed locally defined warning criteria for at least 2 days (daytime
highs=105-110° Fahrenheit).



Heat Advisory - Heat Index values are forecast to meet locally
defined advisory criteria for 1 to 2 days (daytime highs=100-105°
Fahrenheit).
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WEATHER EVENTS



Extreme Temperatures

WEATHER EVENTS

Cold

KEY POINTS & TIPS:

North Texas is not immune to extreme cold temperatures and strong 
winter storms. Winter storms can bring snow, sleet, and freezing rain.
Occasionally they can also include blizzards and whiteout conditions.

Build an emergency
supply kit for your
car.

Ice storms are particularly dangerous in North Texas. Heavy ice 
accumulations can bring down trees, topple utility poles and
communication towers, and disrupt power or communications for
days. Bridges and overpasses may freeze before other surfaces
causing dangerous driving conditions.


Have your heater
checked for proper
operation
before
winter months.

Winter Storm Warning—Snow, sleet or ice expected. Take Action!
Confidence is high that a winter storm will produce heavy snow, sleet 
or freezing rain and cause significant impacts.
Winter Storm Watch—Snow, sleet or ice is possible. Be Prepared! 
Confidence is medium that a winter storm could produce heavy snow,
sleet or freezing rain and cause significant impacts.


Winter Weather Advisory—Wintry weather expected. Exercise caution!
Light amounts of wintry precipitation or patchy blowing snow will
cause slick conditions and could affect travel if precautions are not
taken.
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T a ke
b r ea ks
shoveling snow.

if

Stay informed about
changes in weather
forecast.
Dress
for
weather.

c ol d

NWS Wind Chill Chart
and Information

KEY POINTS & TIPS:



Outdoor Warning
Sirens are primarily
for citizens outside.
They are not meant
to be heard indoors.
Indoor citizens
should rely on
NOAA Weather
Radios for watch
and warning
information.

WHAT 'TO DO' WHEN THE
OUTDOOR WARNING SIREN
SOUNDS:
GO or STAY INSIDE - Take
shelter in interior portions
and on lower floors of
buildings. Stay away from
windows and rooms with
long roof spans.
TAKE NECESSARY COVER - If
outside, seek inside shelter.
If shelter is not available, lie
flat in a ditch, ravine or
depression.
LISTEN to your local radio or
TV station for information.
Cable subscribers will get
warnings on every channel.
STAY OFF THE TELEPHONE DO NOT dial 9-1-1 or call
the Fire Department or
Police Department unless
you have an actual fire/
medical emergency, or
need police assistance.
DO NOT attempt to pick up
children at schools or other
locations where they would
be safe. Schools have an
emergency plan.

Before, during and after a disaster, emergency, or incident; it is
critical to obtain the most localized, up-to-date information from
emergency officials.
The City of Rowlett works towards a comprehensive emergency
warning and notification program that utilizes as many available
methods as possible in order to ensure that the greatest number of
residents and businesses are reached. Each system has unique
capabilities and limitations that makes it important for residents and
businesses to rely on a multi-layered, redundant system for receiving
emergency information.
Systems
Rowlett residents and businesses have several methods for obtaining
emergency information:
 Connect Rowlett (Rowlett's citizen notification service)
 Rowlett Television Network (RTN 16)
 National Weather Service (including Wireless Emergency Alerts)
 NOAA All Hazards Weather Radios (KEC-56 162.400 MHz, FIPS
code 048113 for Dallas County and 048397 for Rockwall County)
 Outdoor Warning Sirens
 Broadcast Television & Radio (WBAP 820 AM)
 Internet & Social Media
 Mobile Device Apps

Outdoor Warning Sirens
The City of Rowlett has installed an extensive Outdoor Warning Siren
network to help alert citizens of an emergency requiring them to
seek immediate shelter and information.
While the sirens are loud outside, it is not
recommended that citizens inside their
homes rely on the outdoor sirens to
alert them to weather emergencies. It
is recommended that all residents keep
a NOAA Weather Radio inside their
homes or businesses so as to alert them
to watches or warnings that could
impact their surroundings.
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EMERGENCY WARNING & ALERTING SYSTEMS



Emergency Warning &
Notification Systems

EMERGENCY WARNING & ALERTING SYSTEMS

If you are outdoors and you hear a warning siren activate, seek
immediate shelter and turn on your NOAA Weather Radio or local
radio/television news for more information and instructions.

KEY POINTS & TIPS:

The sirens are tested for three minutes on the first Wednesday of each
month at 1pm. You will hear the sirens fade in and out as they rotate.
Audible tests of the sirens are not performed on days in which severe
weather is possible.

NOAA Weather Radio
NOAA Weather Radio is a service of NOAA, the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration of the U.S. Department of
Commerce. The broadcasts originate from local National Weather
Service Offices around the country and broadcast continuous
weather information 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
At the National Weather Service Office in Fort Worth the information
broadcast is tailored to the needs of the people of North Texas.
Routine programming includes a short-term weather forecast, a 7-day
forecast for the listening area and hourly weather information. In times
of hazardous weather, special products, such as watches, warnings,
special weather statements and outlooks will be broadcast.
One of the unique features of NOAA Weather Radio is the ability to
receive up-to-the-second information on severe weather, such as
severe thunderstorms, tornadoes and flash floods. Many Weather
Radio receivers are equipped with a tone alert feature. These
receivers will either sound an alarm, or when operated in muted
mode, will be automatically turned on so that the warning message
will be heard. These tone alerts are activated by the National
Weather Office that originated the severe weather warning. The
average range is 40 miles, depending on topography.
Purchase a radio that has a battery back-up and a Specific Area
Message Encoder (SAME) feature, which automatically alerts you
when a watch or warning is issued for your county.
Watches and Warnings for the Rowlett area are broadcast from the
NWS Fort Worth office. The frequency for our local listening area is
162.400 MHz. Alert Tests are normally conducted each Wednesday
between 10 am and Noon (typically around 11 am) and again
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NOAA Weather
Radios should have
SAME and battery
back-up.



Set your frequency
choice to 162.400
MHz for Rowlett.



The SAME code for
Dallas County is
48113, and 48397
for Rockwall
County.



Alert Testing every
Wednesday at
around 11 am & 7
pm.

between 6 and 8 pm (typically around 7 pm). Should there be a
threat of or existing severe weather, the test will be postponed until
the next available good weather day.

Emergency Alert System


Remember to keep
your cell phone
charged if you
depend on it for
emergency alerts.



Consider keeping a
portable charger
available for an
emergency.



Have a redundant
system for alerts set
up so you don’t miss
the warning.



There are cell phone
apps specifically for
radar and weather
related alerts and
messaging.

The Integrated Public Alert and Warning System (IPAWS), is a
modernization and integration of the nation's existing and future alert
and warning systems, technologies, and infrastructure.
The Emergency Alert System (EAS) is a
national public warning system that requires
broadcasters, satellite digital audio service
and direct broadcast satellite providers,
cable television systems, and wireless cable
systems to provide the President with a
communications capability to address the American people within
10 minutes during a national emergency.






EAS may also be used by state and local authorities, in
cooperation with the broadcast community, to deliver important
emergency information, such as weather information, imminent
threats, AMBER alerts, and local incident information targeted to
specific areas.
The President has sole responsibility for determining when the
national-level EAS will be activated. FEMA is responsible for
national-level EAS tests and exercises.
EAS is also used when all other means of alerting the public are
unavailable, providing an added layer of redundancy to the suite
of available emergency communication tools.

Wireless Emergency Alerts
During an emergency, alert and warning officials need to provide
the public with life-saving information quickly. Wireless Emergency
Alerts (WEAs), made available through the Integrated Public Alert
and Warning System (IPAWS) infrastructure, are just one of the ways
public safety officials can quickly and effectively alert and warn the
public about serious emergencies.
What you need to know about WEAs:
 WEAs can be sent by state and local public safety officials, the
National Weather Service, the National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children, and the President of the United States
 WEAs can be issued for three alert categories – imminent threat,
AMBER, and presidential
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EMERGENCY WARNING & ALERTING SYSTEMS

KEY POINTS & TIPS:

EMERGENCY WARNING & ALERTING SYSTEMS








WEAs look like text messages, but are designed to get your
attention and alert you with a unique sound and vibration, both
repeated twice
WEAs are no more than 90 characters, and will include the type
and time of the alert, any action you should take, as well as the
agency issuing the alert
WEAs are not affected by network congestion and will not disrupt
texts, calls, or data sessions that are in progress
Mobile users are not charged for receiving WEAs and there is no
need to subscribe

StormReady® Program
When
seconds
count,
StormReady ®
communities are prepared.
Rowlett has
received the StormReady® designation since
2002.
StormReady® communities are better prepared to save lives from the
onslaught of severe weather through better planning, education and
awareness. Communities have fewer fatalities and property damage
if they plan before dangerous weather arrives. No community is storm
proof, but StormReady® can help our community save lives.

Connect Rowlett
A service of Smart911

Connect Rowlett allows residents to add
customized profile information that would
be helpful to emergency service
personnel in an emergency.
With
Connect Rowlett, you can add key
information about members of your
household that would help anyone you care for in the event of an
emergency, whether the call is from the home or any mobile phone.
Connect Rowlett also allows Rowlett 911 Communications to push out
critical, time sensitive information to your landline, mobile, text and
email addresses. You can choose which types of messages you
receive from an online list when registering for the service.
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KEY POINTS & TIPS:

Connect
Rowlett
Emergency
Notification
Service
The reason for a mass
notification system is to
expediently alert
citizens about
emergencies and
other events of interest
in their community.
Having a mass
notification system
allows the City to do
that with one simple
message.
As many residents
have moved away
from the traditional
“land line” and now
use their cell phones
for calls, text and
email, it’s imperative
that everyone register
as individuals rather
than as a household.
This will ensure as many
people as possible are
notified when a
disaster.

KEY POINTS & TIPS:
Utility Control

Know How To Shut-Off Utilities
Natural Gas

Natural gas leaks and explosions are responsible for a significant number
of fires following disasters. It is vital that all household members know
how to shut off natural gas.

Caution: If you turn off the gas for any reason, a qualified professional
must turn it back on. NEVER attempt to turn the gas back on yourself.

Water

ATMOS Energy
Emergency Contact
866-322-8667
City of Rowlett
Water Utilities
After Hours Water or
Sewer Emergency
972-412-6201
ONCOR Power Outage
888-313-4747

Water quickly becomes a precious resource following many disasters. It
is vital that all household members learn how to shut off the water at the
main house valve.
 Before an emergency happens, locate the shut-off valve for the
water line that enters your house and label this valve with a tag for
easy identification. Make sure all household members know where it
is located.
 Make sure this valve can be completely shut off. Your valve may be
rusted open or it may only partially close. If so, replace it.
 Cracked lines may pollute the water supply to your house. It is wise to
shut off your water until you hear from authorities that it is safe for
drinking.
 Protect water lines from freezing when temperatures drop. Winterize
outdoor faucets and pipes. For more tips on preventing frozen pipes,
see the Red Cross page on winter storm safety, frozen pipes.
The effects of gravity may drain the water in your hot water heater and
toilet tanks unless you trap it in your house by shutting off the main house
valve.

Electricity
Electrical sparks have the potential of igniting natural gas if it is leaking. It
is wise to teach all responsible household members where and how to
shut off the electricity.
 Locate you electrical circuit box. For your safety, always shut off all
the individual circuits before shutting off the main circuit.
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FIRE PREVENTION

When you learn the proper shut-off procedure for your meter, share the
information with everyone in your household. Be sure not to actually turn
off the gas when practicing the proper gas shut-off procedures.
 If you smell gas or hear a blowing or hissing noise, open a window
and get everyone out quickly. Turn off the gas, using the outside
main valve, if you can, and call the gas company from a neighbor’s
home.

FIRE PREVENTION

Smoke Alarms

KEY POINTS & TIPS:

In the event of a fire, properly installed and
maintained smoke alarms will provide an early
warning alarm to a household. Smoke alarms are
the single most important means of preventing
house and apartment fire fatalities by providing an
early warning signal — so you and your family can
escape. Smoke alarms are one of the best safety
features you can buy and install to protect yourself,
your family and your home.



If your alarm sounds,
get out, call 9-1-1
and stay out. Family
members should
never return to a
burning building for
any reason. Property
can be replaced but
lives can't.



Test every smoke
alarm monthly



Keep smoke alarms
clean.



Develop and
practice a fire
escape plan with
your family.



Install a smoke alarm
on every level and
outside of sleeping
areas.



Make sure your
smoke alarm is
approved by an
independent testing
lab.



Replace old smoke
alarm units after ten
years.



Rowlett Fire Rescue
can help with
questions, call
972-412-6230 or stop
by your local fire
station.

Residents should have at least one smoke alarm on every level of
your home and outside of all sleeping areas. Smoke alarms should
be installed according to the manufacturer instructions. Since smoke
and many deadly gases rise, installing your smoke alarms at the
proper level will provide your family with the earliest warning possible.
Always follow the manufacturer’s instructions for installation.
It’s important to test every smoke alarm monthly, and always use
new batteries when replacing old ones. It is recommended that you
replace your smoke alarm batteries when Daylight Savings Time
begins and ends each year (second Sunday in March and the first
Sunday in November). Replace the entire unit every ten years.
Keep smoke alarms clean. Dust and debris can interfere with their
operation so vacuum over and around your smoke alarm regularly.
There are also special alarms for people with hearing impairments.
These have both an audible alarm
and intense flashing lights. No
matter what type of alarm you
purchase, make sure it is listed or
approved by an independent
testing laboratory, such as
Underwriters Laboratories (UL).
Smoke alarms are only part of a
good fire prevention program in the
home.
Practice escape plans
several times a year. Make sure
your whole family knows when and how to call 9-1-1.
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KEY POINTS & TIPS:




Remember, an alarm
indicates elevated
levels of CO in your
home. CO is called
the silent killer
because you cannot
see or smell it.



Do not re-enter the
premises until
emergency services
have arrived, the
source of CO has
been determined
and appropriate
repairs made.





Test your CO alarm at
least once a month
and replace the
battery on batteryoperated units at
least once a year.
Never use generators,
pressure washers, or
other gasoline,
propane, natural gas,
or charcoal-burning
devices inside your
home, basement,
garage, or camper or
even outside near an
open window, door,
or vent.

Each year in America, carbon monoxide poisoning claims
approximately 165—250 lives and sends another 10,000 people to
hospital emergency rooms for treatment. CO gas can come from
several sources: gas-fired appliances, charcoal grills, wood-burning
furnaces or fireplaces and motor vehicles.
Carbon monoxide is an odorless, colorless and toxic gas. Because it
is impossible to see, taste or smell the toxic fumes, CO can kill you
before you are aware it is in your home. At lower levels of exposure,
CO causes mild effects that are often mistaken for the flu. These
symptoms include headaches, dizziness, disorientation, nausea and
fatigue. The effects of CO exposure can vary greatly from person to
person depending on age, overall health and the concentration
and length of exposure.
Install at least one UL (Underwriters Laboratories) listed carbon
monoxide alarm with an audible warning signal near the sleeping
areas and outside individual bedrooms.
Carbon monoxide alarms measure levels of CO over time and are
designed to sound an alarm before an average, healthy adult
would experience symptoms. It is very possible that you may not be
experiencing symptoms when you hear the alarm. This does not
mean that CO is not present.
Have a qualified professional check all fuel-burning appliances,
furnaces, venting and chimney systems at least once a year. Never
use your range or oven to help heat your home and never use a
charcoal grill or hibachi in your home or garage. Never keep a car
running in a garage. Even if the garage doors are open, normal
circulation will not provide enough fresh air to reliably prevent a
dangerous buildup of CO.
When purchasing an existing home, have a
qualified technician evaluate the integrity
of the heating and cooking systems, as well
as the sealed spaces between the garage
and house. The presence of a carbon
monoxide alarm in your home can save
lives in the event of CO buildup.
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FIRE PREVENTION

If your CO alarm
should sound,
immediately push the
reset/silence button
and call
9-1-1.
Move to fresh air and
make sure that
everyone in the
house is with you.

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

FIRE PREVENTION

Fire Extinguishers

KEY POINTS & TIPS:

A home portable fire extinguisher can save lives and
property by putting out a small fire or containing it until
the fire department arrives. They aren't however,
designed to fight large or spreading fires and they aren't
for everyone.

Only fight a fire if you feel
confident to continue.
Keep your back to an
unobstructed exit and
begin by standing 6-8 feet
away from the fire. Follow
the
four-step
PASS
procedure - Pull, Aim,
Squeeze and Sweep:

Even against small fires, you should use a fire extinguisher
only if:
 You are an adult.
 You know how to operate the extinguisher.
 The exinguisher is quickly reached and in working order.
 You have a clear escape route that won't be blocked by fire.
 The extinguisher matches the type of fire you are fighting.
 The extinguisher is large enough to put out the fire.
Before you fight a fire, make sure:
 Everyone has left, or is leaving the building and that the fire
department is being called.
 The fire is confined to a small area and is not spreading.
 You have an unobstructed escape route to which the fire will
not spread.
 The extinguisher is the right type for the fire.
 You know how to use your extinguisher.
Types of fires: There are three basic classes of fires. All fire
extinguishers are labeled with standard symbols, letters or both for
the classes of fire they can put out.
Class A: Ordinary combustibles such as wood, cloth
and paper, things that leave an ash.

Pull the Pin. This unlocks
the locking lever.

Aim low,

point the
extinguisher nozzle at the
base of the fire.

Squeeze the lever above
the handle. Some
extinguishers may have a
button.

Sweep from side to side,
aiming at the base of the
fire.


If you use the wrong
type of extinguisher,
you can endanger
yourself and make the
fire even worse.



Always leave yourself
an out and never turn
your back on the fire.

Class B: Flammable liquids such as gasoline, oil and
oil-based paint. (Cooking fires)
Class C: Energized electrical equipment including
wiring, fuse boxes, and appliances.
Multi purpose fire extinguishers labeled “ABC” may be used on all
three classes of fire. Extinguishers labeled for only Class A fires
contain water and are unsuitable for use on grease or electrical
fires. A red slash through any symbols tells you the extinguisher
cannot be used on that class of fire. A missing symbol tells you only
that the extinguisher has not been tested for that class of fire.
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KEY POINTS & TIPS:
When spring
cleaning, don’t
forget about the
garage!



Hazardous materials
hidden in your
garage may result
in serious accidents
or injuries during
waste collection.









If a household
chemical is older
than a year, dispose 

of it appropriately.

Use LIES for
household
chemicals and
flammable liquids:







Limit amounts
 Isolate products
 Eliminate old/
used products


Separate

incompatible
chemicals


Many fires can be prevented from starting
if you take some simple precautions:

Keep all chemicals
out of harms way
and only use them
for the intended
purpose.




Do not overload electrical outlets.
Replace frayed or cracked extension and appliance cords,
prongs and plugs.
Keep space heaters and halogen lamps away from flammables
such as fabric.
Never leave candles unattended.
Extinguish all smoking materials thoroughly and do not smoke
while tired or impaired.
Never leave food on the stove unattended.
Store flammable liquids in approved safety cans away from
ignition sources such as stoves, furnaces or hot water heaters.
Store oily waste and polishing rags in covered metal cans.
Have a professional clean and inspect chimneys, flue pipes, vent
connectors, and gas vents annually.

Chemicals are a natural and important part of our environment.
Even though we often don't think about it we use chemicals every
day. They help us keep our food fresh and our bodies clean. They
help our plants grow and fuel our cars. Chemicals make it possible
for us to live longer, healthier lives.
Many people think of chemicals as only those substances used in
manufacturing processes, but chemicals are found everywhere - in
our kitchens, medicine cabinets, basements, bathrooms and
garages. In fact, most chemical accidents happen in the home.
Many are the result of improper use of a product or by improper
storage or disposal of a chemical. These types of accidents can
easily be prevented.
Consider the following tips when storing household chemical
products:


Store products tightly in original containers so that you can easily
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Identifying &
Eliminating Home
Hazards



FIRE PREVENTION






identify the contents and refer back to the labeled directions for
proper usage if needed.
Regularly check containers for wear and tear and possible
leakage. Store materials in a cool, dark place.
Separate incompatible products.
Limit the amount of chemicals stored.
Eliminate unused or unneeded supplies.
Keep all household chemical products out of sight and reach of
children.

A large number of chemical accidents are the result of trying to
improve the way a product works by adding one substance to
another, or not following the directions/precautions on the label.









Avoid mixing common household chemical products. Some
combinations of these products, such as ammonia and bleach,
can create toxic gases.
Always read and follow the directions. Some products should
not be used in a small confined space to avoid inhaling
dangerous vapors, others should not be used without gloves or
eye protection to avoid physical contact.
Use only the amount indicated. Avoid splashing.
Take breaks frequently for fresh air.
If you are an expectant mother, check with your doctor before
using chemical products.
Never smoke while using any household chemical.

There are several ways you can dispose of hazardous household
products. Options include using the entire supply, recycling unused
portions, taking unused supplies to a household collection event or
donating unused supplies to a local group or organization that may
have a need for them.
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KEY POINTS & TIPS:
Dallas County
Home Chemical
Collection Center
11234 Plano Road
Dallas, Texas 75243
214-553-1765
Free to Rowlett residents.
The Home Chemical
Collection Center
accepts only household
waste such as paint,
pesticides and yard
chemicals, pool
chemicals, motor oil and
other automotive fluids,
cleaners, glues and other
hobby products,
fluorescent light tubes,
batteries, etc. Items not
accepted include
business waste, common
trash and recyclables,
radioactive materials,
explosives, ammunition,
or bio-medical waste.
For information on how
to dispose of
unacceptable materials,
contact your city or call
(214) 553-1765.

FIRE PREVENTION
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KEY POINTS & TIPS:

Community Education
FIRST AID/CPR CLASSES
American Heart Association Standard First Aid/CPR classes are offered to
anyone 16 years or older. Classes are limited to 8 students. Every person
will receive a book and a two-year course completion card. Please call
(972) 412-6230 for more information.

STATION TOURS

BLOCK PARTIES

Rowlett Fire
Department
4701 Rowlett Road
Rowlett, Texas 75088

EMERGENCY: 9-1-1
TEXT: 911
Fire Administration:
972-412-6230

When our schedule permits, we visit neighborhood block parties to display
the engine and medic unit to all ages.

CITIZENS FIRE ACADEMY
Have you ever wondered what it would be like to put on 50 pounds of gear
and put out a fire? Rowlett Fire Department offers a nine-week class that
gives you hands-on experience including CPR, pulling a fire hose, vehicle
extrication, and more. The class is held every Thursday for nine weeks.
Please call (972) 412-6230 to register for the next class.

FIRE SAFE HOUSE
Rowlett has a mobile trailer that is taken to local schools and community
events to show children how to escape from residential fires.

For more information on
community education BIG JOHN THE FIREFIGHTER
activities, please call Big John is a 10' inflatable firefighter that attends community events and
Fire Administration at activities.
972-412-6230
FIRE EXTINGUISHER TRAINING

 Install smoke detectors Rowlett Fire has a state-of-the-art fire extinguisher training system that is
and test monthly.
available to groups to train on how to properly use a fire extinguisher.
 Set up and practice

family fire escape
plan.
 Teach children how to

call the fire dept. (911)
 Use extra care when

cooking—it’s the #1
cause of home fires.
 Have your furnace

and chimney
inspected annually.
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We welcome our residents, visitors, schools and organizations to visit our
facilities. Please call (972) 412-6230 for more information.

KEY POINTS & TIPS:

HEALTH & SAFETY

Poison Prevention

Poison Prevention Tips

Children under the age of six are at the greatest risk for
unintentional poisoning. They are curious by nature and
STORE POISIONS SAFELY
investigate their world by putting most things in their

Store medications and
household products
mouths. They will eat or drink anything regardless of how
locked up, where
it tastes. Children like the attractive packaging, good
children cannot see or
smells and are drawn to the colorful substances of many of the
reach them.
products found around the home .


In the Bedroom or Living
Room:

Plants

Cigarettes

Liquor

Medications

Mothballs
In the Kitchen

Bleach

Ammonia

Disinfectants

Furniture polish

Oven cleaner





Bug spray
Dish detergents
Natural Gas

In the Bathroom:

Medicines

Perfumes &
colognes

Hair & Beauty
products

Nail products

Cleaning products

Thermometers

Suntan lotion

In the Garage

Antifreeze

Gasoline

Paint thinners

Transmission fluid

Engine fluids

Lyme and lye

Car exhaust

24 hr. Poison Hotline
1-800-222-1222

Safe Kids
Safe Kids Worldwide is a nonprofit organization working to help
families and communities keep kids safe from injuries. Most people
are surprised to learn preventable injuries are the number 1 killer of
kids in the United States. Throughout the world, almost one million
children die of an injury each year, and almost every one of these
tragedies is preventable.
Learn more about programs offered by Safe Kids Worldwide at their
website.



Store poisons in their
original containers.
Use child-resistant
packaging. But
remember—nothing is
child-proof!

USE POISONS SAFELY

Read the label. Follow
the directions on
medicines and
products.

Are children around?
Take the product or
medicine with you to
answer the door or the
phone.

Lock products and
medicines up after
using them.

Is it medicine? Call it
medicine, not candy.

Children learn by
imitation. Take your
medicines where
children can’t watch.
TEACH CHILDREN TO
ASK FIRST

Poisons can look like
food or drink. Teach
children to ask an adult
before eating or
drinking anything.
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North Texas Poison Center

When a poisoning or The North Texas Poison Center (NTPC) is located at Parkland Health
drug overdose occurs, and Hospital System in Dallas, Texas. NTPC is one of six poison centers
remember these steps: within Texas and part of the Texas Poison Center Network (TPCN).



NTPC provides emergency patient care and treatment information for
Don't panic
Call the North Texas toxic exposures or poisoning through specially trained health care
professionals available twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week by
Poison Center at

Find the substance
that was ingested or
its container.
 Tell the poison
information
specialist:
 Victim's name,
age, weight and
symptoms
 Name or type of
product or
substance
ingested
 Amount ingested
 Time of ingestion


calling the Poison Center Hotline 1-800-222-1222.

NTPC works in conjunction with UT Southwestern Medical School’s
Center for Clinical Toxicology to promote toxicology education of
poisons, their effects, and their antidotes. These physicians, medical
students, nurses and other health care professionals enable the poison
center to effectively treat and respond to the emergency calls
regarding toxic substances and drugs. Through this collaboration, the
NTPC provides poison information and treatment assistance to
individuals seeking toxicology help while promoting advances in the
toxicology field.
The North Texas Poison Center (NTPC) has several great social media
tools that allow the public to stay connected to current information
regarding poisons and toxins. These social media tools include:



The Poison Help App- available on the App Store. This app
provides for a one-click connection to a poison help specialist, a
medication identification tool, first- aid treatment information, poison
safety tips, activities and games for all ages.


For more information,
contact:
North Texas Poison
Center at Parkland
Memorial Hospital
5201 Harry Hines Blvd.
Dallas, TX 75235
Administrative Offices:
(214) 590-9011

Facebook.com/ntxpc- Provides daily tips and poison prevention
information for visitors of all ages. Great resource for parents,
grandparents and babysitters.



Twitter.com/ntxpoisoncenter- Learn about current
information and to-the minute details on food/product recalls

news,



Pinterest.com/poisoncontrol- great resource with how-to’s on
poison proofing your home, identifying toxic products/plants and
activities and games suitable for all ages.
Or visit us online at poisoncontrol.org for more poison information
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1-800-222-1222.

Disaster Food & Water Safety
Food
Food may not be safe to eat during and after an emergency. Water
considered safe for drinking, cooking, and personal hygiene includes
bottled, boiled, or treated water.

HEALTH & SAFETY

Identify & throw away food that may not be safe to eat.



Throw away food that may have come in contact with flood or storm
water, or has an unusual odor, color, or texture. Throw away canned
foods that are bulging, opened, or damaged.



Throw away perishable foods (including meat, poultry, fish, eggs and
leftovers) that have been above 40ºF for 2 hours or more. Thawed food
that contains ice crystals or is 40ºF or below can be refrozen or cooked.



Food containers with screw-caps, snap-lids, crimped caps (soda pop
bottles), twist caps, flip tops, snap-open, and home canned foods
should be discarded if they have come into contact with floodwater
because they cannot be disinfected.

Store food safely.



While the power is out, keep the refrigerator and freezer doors closed
as much as possible.



Add block ice or dry ice to your refrigerator if the electricity is expected
to be off longer than 4 hours. Wear heavy gloves when handling ice.

Water
Water may not be safe to drink, clean with, or bathe in after an
emergency such as a hurricane, tornado or flood. During and after a
disaster, water can become contaminated with microorganisms (e.g.,
bacteria or viruses), sewage, agricultural or industrial waste, chemicals,
and other substances that can cause illness or death.



Listen to and follow public announcements. Local authorities will tell
you if tap water is safe to drink or to use for cooking or bathing. If the
water is not safe to use, follow local instructions to use bottled water or
to boil or disinfect water for cooking, cleaning, or bathing.



Use only bottled, boiled, or treated water for drinking, cooking or
preparing food, washing dishes, cleaning, brushing your teeth, washing
your hands, making ice, and bathing until your water supply is tested
and found safe. If your water supply is limited, you can use alcoholbased hand sanitizer for washing your hands.



Boiling water, when practical, is the preferred way to kill harmful
bacteria and parasites. Bringing water to a rolling boil for 1 minute will
kill most organisms.
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 Listen to and follow
public announcements.
Your state or local health
department can make
specific
recommendations for
boiling or treating water
in your area.
 DO NOT USE
contaminated water to
wash dishes, brush your
teeth, wash and prepare
food, wash your hands,
make ice, or make baby
formula.
 Practice basic hygiene.
Wash your hands with
soap and bottled water
or water that has been
boiled or disinfected.
Wash your hands before
preparing food or
eating, after toilet use,
after participating in
clean-up activities, and
after handling articles
contaminated with
floodwater or sewage.
Use an alcohol-based
hand sanitizer to wash
your hands if you have a
limited supply of clean
water.
 If you use bottled water,
be sure it came from a
safe source. If you do
not know that the water
came from a safe
source, you should boil
or treat it before you use
it.

KEY POINTS & TIPS:

Environmental Health
The City has a full-time Environmental Health Services Manager who is
in charge of all food service inspections for schools, day care facilities,
convenience stores, grocery stores, restaurants, temporary food, and
mobile food vendors.
The Environmental Health Services
Manager also provides inspections for foster homes and public pools.

 Wet your hands with
clean running water and
apply soap. Use warm
water if it is available.
 Rub hands together to
make a lather and scrub
all surfaces.
 Continue rubbing hands
for 20 seconds. Need a
timer? Imagine singing
“Happy Birthday” twice
through to a friend!
 Rinse hands well under
running water.
 Dry your hands using a

paper towel or air dryer.
If possible, use your
paper towel to turn off
the faucet.

Communicable Disease Control
Prevention of many illnesses can be done by practicing a few simple
tasks. Several diseases can be prevented by frequent and thorough
hand washing.

Flu Information
The Garland Health Department is working in conjunction with
the Dallas County Health and Human Services Department and other
agencies to provide surveillance, prevention and control measures in
response to the seasonal flu.
Citizens can take proactive steps to protect themselves, including:
Wash hands with soap and water frequently.






Use hand sanitizer when soap and water are not available.
Cover your mouth when you cough or sneeze.
Avoid others who appear sick.
Keep your hands away from your eyes and nose. This is a common
transmission mode for flu.
Frequently Asked Questions

Pollution Issues
Items such as grass clippings, excessive leaves, tree and plant brush,
automotive fluids, yard fertilizers and pesticides should not go to the
water course, storm sewer or creeks. Ideally, only rain water should go
to our streams and creeks. Yard waste should be composted or sent to
the solid waste collection system. Automotive fluids should be
collected and sent to the proper waste disposal or recycling
collectors. Pool chemicals should be kept in their original containers
and not be discarded in regular household trash. Backwash water
from filter cleaning and other waters from pools and spas should be
sent to the sanitary sewer.
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When washing hands
with soap and water:

The Environmental Health Services Division is also involved with noise
and air/odor complaints, and mosquito-vector control issues. If you
have a complaint or a question concerning mosquitoes or other
nuisance insects, please contact this division at (972) 412-6125.

CRIME PREVENTION

Your Neighborhood

KEY POINTS & TIPS:

Our neighborhoods are the strength on which our communities rely, and
our communities make our states and our nation strong and vibrant. But a
healthy, functioning neighborhood requires active attention by the very
neighbors it supports. In the simplest possible terms, it means that people
look out for each other and work together on common goals.



A healthy, functioning
neighborhood
requires active
attention.



People look out for
each other and work
for common goals.



Do you know the
names of your
neighbors?



Do you know what is
suspicious and what is
not?



A safe neighborhood
is what makes
Rowlett a great place
to live.



Do you have an
active Neighborhood
Watch in your area?



The spirit of
volunteerism is
neighbors helping
neighbors.



Don’t let your home
be an easy target,
use the checklist to
prevent the
unthinkable.



When was the last
time you checked all
your doors and
windows?

Neighbors can look out for each other in a variety of ways. And really,
that’s where crime prevention starts. They might keep an eye on
neighborhood children, pick up mail and newspapers for neighbors who
are out of town, check up on shut-ins, manage clean-up campaigns,
organize social events, or work with local agencies to solve common
problems, to name just a few. The point is that by looking out for each
other, people make their neighborhood safer and healthier and help to
improve the neighborhood's ability to deal with challenges and problems.
What happens when neighbors look out for each other? If neighbors are
looking out for each other, they:
 Know each other by name.
 Know other families living on the block.
 Know each other's phone numbers to keep in touch.
 Watch out for each other's children.
 Watch out for each other's homes.
 Talk over and take action to solve neighborhood problems.
 Work together on long-range needs and situations.
 Share skills and know-how.
 Work with other neighborhoods on community issues and needs.
 Keep a special eye out for those with special needs--for example, the
elderly, the sick, and those with disabilities.
 Enjoy each other's company at neighborhood events.
Burglary Prevention Tips from the Rowlett Police Department
 Maintain the appearance of occupancy.
 House numbers should be at least four to six inches high, reflective and
visible from the street.
 Good exterior lighting all around the residence perimeter creates a
psychological barrier. Consider motion-activated light fixtures.
 Trim shrubbery away from windows, doorways and porches. Shrubbery
and other barriers provide cover for burglars.
 Exterior doors should be of solid construction with secure frames and
locking hardware. Use a deadbolt with at least a 1"-1 1/2" bolt throw,
which can be found at most home improvement stores. Treat the door
from your garage to the inside of the house as an exterior door.
 Windows within 18 feet of the ground should be treated as first-floor
windows. These windows should be working and retro-fit with costeffective locking hardware.
 Ensure that all exterior doors are locked when you are not home.
 If you have an overhead garage door with an automatic opener and
are away from home for an extended period of time, disengage the
EP Guide v4.0 2018
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4401 Rowlett Road
Rowlett, TX 75088

EMERGENCY: 911
TEXT: 911
24 Hour Automated Line:
972-412-6200
We are committed to
serving the needs of the
Rowlett Community by
promoting a safe
environment and
enhancing the quality of
life for all through:
 A quality work
atmosphere where
employees and
creativity are valued.
 Innovative problem
solving.
 Open lines of
communications.
 Forging partnerships.
 Education.
 Aggressive crime
suppression.
The Crime Prevention
Section is active in
numerous programs to
promote greater safety
for our citizens. Contact
the Rowlett Police
Department, Community
Service officer (972) 4126242 for more

The following programs are are available to members of our
community:













Citizens Police Academy- A 12-week course designed to help citizens
better understand what a police officer encounters on duty
Combating Terrorism- How to handle suspicious mail, etc.
Exterior Security Camera Program- Participation in this program would
assist the Rowlett Police Department and the detectives in possibly
solving crimes. PDF Form.
Handicap Parking- Information about the enforcement of handicap
parking violations
Neighborhood Crime Watch- Learn about starting a neighborhood
crime watch program
Project ChildSafe- Safety information about kids and guns
Residential Burglary Prevention- Prevention tips to avoid becoming a
victim of home burglary
Safety Tips for Kids- Tips devoted to the protection and recovery of
missing, abused and exploited children
Sexual Assault Prevention- Protect yourself at home, in your car and on
the street
Vacation-Proofing Your Home- Tips on keeping your home/business safe
Volunteers in Police Services (VIPS)- Citizens who have come together to
help promote safety and cleanliness in our neighborhoods

Citizens Police Academy
The Rowlett Citizen Police Academy is a 12 week course (one night per
week) that is designed to help the citizen better understand what a
police officer encounters while on duty.
Each week you will have a qualified police instructor explain how each
section of the Rowlett Police Department operates.
There course includes a Saturday at our shooting range with hands-on
instruction in the use of police firearms and a driving course where
students are able to drive a police squad car. We will also arrange for
you to ride along with an officer on patrol.
For more information or to register for the next class, see the website at
Rowlett.com
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Rowlett Police
Department

door from the track (usually with the rope hanging from the track bar)
and lock the garage door.
Install a Charlie Bar or other commercial locking device for sliding doors.
Inventory and photograph your property. Record and maintain serial
numbers.
If an item doesn't have a serial number, apply your own number. Never
use your Social Security number.

PUBLIC SAFETY VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS

Rowlett Citizen Corps Council

KEY POINTS & TIPS:

The Rowlett Citizen Corps Council, Inc. (RCCC) was organized in
2003 as a non-profit corporation in response to a need for volunteer
coordination of disaster preparedness and family safety training,
education and response in Rowlett, Texas and surrounding
communities. The RCCC was created to harness the collective
experience and leadership of like-minded community, business and
volunteer leaders of Rowlett into one organization.
The mission of the Rowlett Citizen Corps Council is to harness the
power of the citizens of Rowlett, Texas and surrounding communities
through education, training, and volunteer service to make our
community safer, stronger, and better prepared to respond to the
threats of terrorism, crime, public health issues, and disasters of any
kind.
Our mission is accomplished through community-based programs
that build on our strengths and implement plans for our citizens to
participate through:
PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Developing household preparedness
plans and disaster supplies kits, observing home health and safety
practices, implementing disaster mitigation measures, and
participating in crime prevention and reporting.
TRAINING: Classes in emergency preparedness, response
capabilities, first aid, CPR/AED, fire suppression, and search and
rescue procedures.
VOLUNTEER SERVICE: Engaging in volunteer activities that support first
responders, disaster relief groups, and community safety
organizations.
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Rowlett Citizen
Corps Council
PO Box 1662
Rowlett, TX 75030-1662
(214) 417-4857
RCCC Website:
www.rowlettcitizencorps.org

The RCCC is a
nonprofit, tax-exempt,
501(c)(3)charitable
organization.


Over 150,000
service hours in 15
years with seven
Affiliated Programs.



National and
regional recognition
as a best practice.

KEY POINTS & TIPS:

Community Emergency
Response Teams (CERT)

CERT training promotes a partnering effort between emergency
services and the people that they serve. If a disastrous event
overwhelms or delays our community’s professional public safety
response, CERT members can assist others by applying the basic
response and organizational skills that they learned during training.
These skills can help save and sustain lives following a disaster until
help arrives. CERT skills also apply to daily emergencies.


Contributed over
50,000 service hours
in 15 years.



Responded to the
EF4 Tornado on
12/26/2015.



Partners with
EastTex Regional
CERT program.



CERT Classes hosted
each February and
August,
two-day
format.

CERT members maintain and refine their skills by participating in
exercises and activities. They can attend supplemental training
opportunities offered by the sponsoring agency and others that
further their skills base. Finally, CERT members can volunteer for
projects that improve community emergency preparedness.
The Rowlett Program
The Rowlett CERT Program is co-sponsored by the City of Rowlett Fire
Department and the Rowlett Citizen Corps Council. It was formed in
late 2002 in response to the need for citizen involvement in volunteer
programs that help make our community safer, stronger and better
prepared for any emergency or disaster.
Rowlett CERT introduced a two-day course to better fit the needs of
our community. Students attend two ten-hour days where they learn
the essentials of the CERT program. CERT classes are routinely offered
in February and August annually.
CERT course graduates who are asked to become part of an active
response group are issued a CERT kit which includes a helmet, vest,
first aid kit, flashlight, utilities shut off tool, whistle, CERT t-shirt and
official ID cards to name just a few of the numerous items in the kit.
For
more
information,
please
see
our
website
www.rowlettcert.com, or email CERT@rowlettcert.com.

at
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The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), using the
model created by the Los Angeles City Fire Department in 1985,
began promoting nationwide use of the Community Emergency
Response Team (CERT) concept in 1994.

PUBLIC SAFETY VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS

Fire Corps

KEY POINTS & TIPS:

Rowlett Fire Corps is a registered program of Citizen Corps. The Fire
Corps program began operations in July 2002 to provide rehab and
support services to Rowlett Fire/Rescue and Police Departments. Fire
Corps maintains a consistent membership roster of 32 to 36 persons.
Members participate on rotating teams of 10 to 12 members who
respond when activated to large or extended duration emergency
incidents.
Fire Corps operates a retired MICU which allows prompt response
when the program is activated. The program has responded to over
150 incidents since 2002.
The program annually sponsors a Smoke Alarm Blitz with the Fire
Marshal’s office that gives free replacement Smoke and Carbon
Monoxide alarms to residents in selected areas of the City.



On scene typically
within 30 minutes of
request.



Contributed over
6,000 service hours
since 2002.



Services include
hydration, food,
heating & cooling,
light shelter, chairs,
etc.



Contributed over
31,000 service hours
since 2006.



Vacation House
Watch, Handicap
Parking
Enforcement,
Neighborhood
Crime Watch.

Volunteers in Police Service (VIPS)
In many jurisdictions around the country, volunteers in the community
have offered their time and skills services to law enforcement
agencies. These citizen volunteers help supplement and support
officers and civilian personnel by allowing them to concentrate on
their primary duties. Volunteer roles may include performing clerical
tasks, serving as an extra set of "eyes and ears," for the agency.
The Rowlett Volunteers in Police Service program commences in
2006, managed by Rowlett Police Department. Volunteers who have
completed the Citizens Police Academy class are eligible to
participate in the program. VIPS is a core component of the Citizen
Corps program where volunteers assist local law enforcement with
activities such as citizen patrols, neighborhood watch, handicap
parking enforcement, reports, traffic control and other administrative
duties.
If you have not completed the Rowlett Citizen Police Academy and
wish to become involved in the VIPS program, please contact
Rowlett Police Community Service Officer at 972-412-6242 to sign up
for the Citizen Police Academy Class.
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Explorer Post 1, Explorer Club 4701

RowlettExplorers.com

Rowlett's Explorer Post One is open to any teenager that wants to learn
more about Emergency Preparedness, Disaster Services, Radio
Communications, Search and Rescue, Fire Services and Emergency
Medical Response or is just looking for some way to seek new
experiences, volunteer or give back to their community. Color, race,
religion, gender, sexual orientation, ethnic background, economic
status, or citizenship are not criteria for participation. Adults involved
with the Post are selected by the Rowlett Citizen Corps Council and
then must undergo criminal background checks with both the City of
Rowlett and the Boy Scouts of America before they are allowed to
join.



Club Ages 11 to 14



Post Ages 14 to 21



Chartered by
Learning for Life, a
coed subsidiary of
Boy Scouts of
America.



Contributed over
The training for Explorers is ongoing and thorough. The Post meets
28,000 service hours weekly and training is a common theme. Many of the Explorers and
since 2008.
several of the Advisors are certified in First Aid and CPR/AED by the



Fire and EMS Explorer
specialty programs .

Post One was established in 2007 as a Rowlett Citizens Corps Council
program and has grown steadily since. All the members are trained in
FEMA’s G317 course which is the Community Emergency Response
Team basic training. After initial training they are invited to participate
right along with their adult counterparts in Rowlett CERT. Adult leaders
are referred to as Advisors and are always present whenever the youth
are involved in any activity.

American Heart Association. Other training includes Search and
Rescue, Maps and Orienteering, Disaster Preparedness, Storm
Watching, Aircraft Operations, Radio Communications, National
Incident Management, Animals in Disaster, Canoe/Kayak operation,
Climbing, Rappelling as well as Fire and EMS Operations.
For those members interested in a career in fire service, Post One offers
the ability to train at a fire station right along with the outstanding men
and women of the Rowlett Fire Department. Here they learn what it
means to be a firefighter or paramedic. Once trained they can ride
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The Rowlett Explorer Program (Post) provides young adults with an
opportunity to experience the emergency services field and develop
their interpersonal, leadership and organizational skills while providing
a community service. While the Post does all this and more, the true
value to being an Explorer in Rowlett is a sense of community. The
youth of Post One continue to evolve and expand what it means to
serve others and to be part of our community.

out on the Engine or Ambulance.

KEY POINTS & TIPS:

Being part of the Boy Scouts of America also allows the Post to

PUBLIC SAFETY VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS

use any Boy Scout facility. There the explorers can indulge in a
variety of activities including camping, hiking, backpacking,
horseback riding, canoeing, rock or tower climbing, rifle or shotgun
shooting as well as swimming or other aquatic activities.

Amateur Radio Emergency
Service (ARES)
The Rowlett ARES program provides supplemental communications
during emergencies and other events. Rowlett ARES is a vital aspect 
of our Emergency Operations Plan. They manage SKYWARN® nets,
spotting storms and tracking them for the National Weather Service
(NWS) or
other
civil
agencies, provide
supplemental
communications in searching for lost or a missing person or child, 
evacuations due to natural disaster or a hazardous material event,
communications for a public service event such as parades,
marathons, or gatherings such as carnivals or city celebrations, and
to Fire and Police in the event of failure of existing radio systems.
SKYWARN® is a volunteer program with
between 350,000 and 400,000 trained severe
weather spotters. These volunteers help keep
their local communities safe by providing timely
and accurate reports of severe weather to the
National Weather Service.
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Came under the
RCCC as an
Affiliated Program in
2016 as ARES/RACES
combination
program.



Licensed amateur
radio operators.



Provides
supplemental
communications for
Public Safety and
Disaster Operations.

Although SKYWARN® spotters provide essential
information for all types of weather hazards, the
main responsibility of a SKYWARN® spotter is to identify and describe 
severe local storms. In an average year, the United States
experiences more than 10,000 severe thunderstorms, 5,000 floods
and more than 1,000 tornadoes.
In 2016, ARES was formally added to the RCCC as an Affiliated
Program.

Rowlett RACES
originally founded
January 2001.

Part of the
SKYWARN® network
of trained amateur
radio operators and
storm spotters.

WWW.ROWLETT.COM

Brought to you as a joint public service by the
City of Rowlett
Office of Emergency Management
and the
Rowlett Citizen Corps Council
Content derived from public domain
materials available from FEMA, ARC, DHS,
NCPC, NOAA, NWS, USFA, CDC, HSUS and
other organizations.
January 2018

WWW.ROWLETTCITIZENCORPS.ORG
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